UCL EUROPEAN SOCIAL AND POLITICAL STUDIES
MODULE CHOICES & PATHWAYS

ESPS MODULE SELECTION GUIDE
for students entering ESPS in 2015-16
On the following pages you will find information on module selection for your language and specialisation. These
have been designed to provide you with guidance in selecting your modules.
Choosing a Specialisation:
o

The areas of specialisation open to you are: Anthropology, Economics, Geography, History, Law,
Philosophy, Comparative and European Politics, Political Theory, International Relations, and Urban
Planning.
It is possible to combine multiple specialisations, as long as you have enough free units to do so. For
example, combining any Politics specialisation with History is possible but combining a Full Economics
specialisation with anything else is not possible because it requires modules to the value of all the students’
specialisation units in years 1 and 2. Each area of specialisation is structured differently, some looser than
others. This reflects the nature of the discipline in question and represents the view of relevant departments.
The pathways and specialisations provide a loose structure to your ESPS degree. You will choose a
specialisation and complete the required modules for that specialisation as listed in these guidelines. You
should also complete the required modules for any other joint specialisation. These modules provide the
background knowledge for higher level modules in this discipline. Following a pathway will also help you put
together a coherent degree. The fuller your commitment to a discipline, the more your degree will correspond
to a single-subject humanities/social science degree, which will make it easier for you to go on to do
postgraduate work in the discipline.
Combinations of specialisation modules not described below will be acceptable, provided that they are
coherent. Exceptions can also be made if a student cannot take some modules because of timetabling
restrictions.
Your specialisation and language will not appear on your transcript or diploma. Your diploma will say ‘BA
European Social and Political Studies’. Your language and specialisation will be explained in references,
cover letters and personal statements.
Law: Specialising in Law will provide an understanding of legal issues which is particularly advantageous when
applying for law conversion courses (the necessary step before training as a solicitor or barrister via an LLM
course). All students, including Law specialists, will need to do a law conversion course after they graduate in
order to qualify for most LLM programmes, including the one at UCL. All ESPS students, whether or not they
have specialised in Law during the degree, will find the intellectual training they receive helpful in undertaking a
law conversion course after graduating.
Economics vs. Element of Economics: There are two Economics pathways: ESPS with an element of
Economics and ESPS with a full Economics specialisation. The difference between the two is that the latter
does, whilst the former does not, prepare you for postgraduate work in Economics.
To take a full Economics specialisation, you must have grade A* in A-level Maths or an equivalent qualification.
Students should note that the Element of Economics pathway may limit the Economics department modules
you may take in your final year, as many final year Economics modules require maths based prerequisites that
you will not have taken. Students are advised to look carefully at the modules that will be available to them in
year 4 before choosing this pathway.
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Overview of the module selection process
Step 1: Choose Modules
Use the Module Selection Guidelines to identify the distribution of units you are required to take for your particular
combination of language, specialisation and year of study. This can be found in section A.1. The Module
Selection Guidelines should be used to identify the compulsory language modules, and any compulsory
specialisation modules, required of you. Once you identify your compulsory modules, you can explore optional
modules in your language and specialisation that fit into your timetable. Choose units up to the value of 4.0 units
(no more and no less).
Step 2: Create a Clash Free Timetable
Once you have decided which 4.0 units you would like to take, you must then check the UCL Common Timetable
online to identify timetabling clashes, if any, and choose alternative modules as appropriate. You are responsible
for creating a clash-free timetable that will allow you to attend all compulsory modules and for selecting optional
modules around those compulsory courses. Please inform the Programme Administrator as soon as possible in
the event of a clash between compulsory modules required for your language and specialisation. If you have a
clash between optional modules, you must choose another optional module that fits.
The Common Timetable will always have the most up-to-date information on when a module is being taught.
Departmental websites linked to below may on occasion be out of date; in such cases information found on the
Common Timetable should be preferred.
The Custom Timetable Generator is the most appropriate tool for ESPS as an interdisciplinary programme.


Go to http://www.ucl.ac.uk/timetable



Click on ‘Custom’ and then click on ‘Click to start’.



Click on ‘Switch Module Info’ (above the search box on the right hand side of the screen) so that ‘enter
module name’ becomes ‘enter module code’.

Now you can begin to build your own custom timetable.


Enter the module code into this search box (e.g. ESPS1001) and click on ‘Search. Results for the
module code you searched will appear below the search boxes.



Click on the module code or module name to select it. The selected module will appear below the search
results under the heading ‘Final module list’.



Repeat the process of searching for a module code and adding the module to this ‘Final module list’ until
you have added modules to the value of 4.0 units that fulfill the criteria in these guidelines. The total
number of units you have selected in listed toward the bottom of the screen on the righthand side.



Once you have added all of your preferred modules to the ‘Final module list’, click on ‘Create Timetable’
(toward the bottom of the screen on the lefthand side).

Use the resulting timetable to identify any clashes, i.e. occurrences of different modules meeting at the same
time. It will very likely initially look like you have multiple clashes. Please keep the following points in mind:


Each entry on the timetable lists the module type (e.g. seminar, lecture, tutorials, or arts faculty core
module), module code and module name, lecturer, room, week numbers, and (if applicable) the small
group name. There may be instances of particular modules being listed more than once at the same time
on the same day. This happens when some details of the module vary, such as the term or week
number, room, or lecturer. These are not clashes.



UCL’s Common Timetable refers to weeks throughout the academic year by week number. Term 1 is
comprised of weeks 6-10 and 12-16, and Term 2 is comprised of weeks 21-25 and 27-31. If different
modules are listed twice at the same time but with different week numbers, it is not a clash.
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Several modules, including ESPS1001 and most compulsory language modules, meet partially or entirely
in small groups. Such small group meetings are noted on the timetable in various ways, such as
‘GRAMA’, ‘ORALB’, ‘SEM1’, ‘TRANSC’, ‘TUT2’, etc. If such a note is present, it will be listed following the
week numbers. If small groups for different modules meet at the same time, it is not a clash as long as
there is another small group meeting for one of the modules which fits your timetable. You will be
automatically allocated a small group meeting that fits your timetable by Portico.

Step 3: Notify ESPS of your Selections
Once you have created an appropriate, clash free timetable, you must e-mail the completed Module Selection
th
Form to Andrew King at andrew.k@ucl.ac.uk by Friday 4 September 2015.
Selections in Portico
Once you have enrolled at UCL you will be able to register your selections on UCL’s online system, called
Portico. Some departments allocate places in modules on a first come first served basis so it is in your interests
to submit your selections on Portico as soon as possible after you enrol. For SELCS or any other department
which operates a system of pre-registration, only select modules on Portico which SELCS have advised you are
on the list for otherwise the choices will be rejected Revise your selections in Portico and check the resulting
personal timetable on the Common Timetable until you are satisfied with your selections. Once you are, you must
'submit' and 'confirm' your selections. You MUST remember to do this, as teaching departments and ESPS will
be unable to approve or reject your selections until they are confirmed, preventing us from allotting you spaces in
modules. However, please ensure that your timetable is clash free before confirming your selections on Portico.
Step 5: Teaching Departmental approval
After you register your module selections in Portico, each teaching department will approve or reject your
admission to its modules. In addition to registering in Portico, various departments have different steps you will
need to follow in the first week of term 1. A list will be made available to you by ESPS. Therefore you must be
sure to meet any requirements (departmental registration requirements, prerequisite coursework, etc.) set by
individual departments in order to gain access to the modules you wish. If you receive an email telling you that
you have been rejected from a module you must email Andrew King with the module code you have been
rejected from and the module code of the class you want to replace it with.
Step 6: Meet ESPS Requirements
Admission to modules is at the discretion of the teaching department, but your choices must be in line with these
ESPS Module Selection Guidelines. Following approval by the teaching departments, ESPS will approve or reject
your module selections. It is only once this has happened that your place on a module is confirmed. ESPS will
only approve modules that meet the rules stated in the Module Selection Guidelines.
Step 7: Changing Modules Once you have confirmed them on Portico
Once you have confirmed your selections on Portico, you will not be able to change them yourself. You must
email Andrew King (andrew.k@ucl.ac.uk) with the module code you want to drop and the module code of the
class you want to replace it with.
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A.1 Overview of Module Distributions


1 MAJOR LANGUAGE:
1.0 ESPS Core Course (ESPS1001)
2.0 Language
1.0 specialisation



1 MAJOR LANGUAGE & FULL ECONOMICS SPECIALISATION
1.0 ESPS Core Course (ESPS1001)
1.5 language
1.5 Economics



2 MAJOR LANGUAGES
1.0 ESPS Core Course (ESPS1001)
1.5 units language A
1.5 units language B



1 MAJOR LANGUAGE & 1 MINOR LANGUAGE
1.0 ESPS Core Course (ESPS1001)
2.0 major language
1.0 minor language
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A.2 Specialisation Requirements and Options
See Section A.1 for the number of specialisation units required
YEAR 1
Specialisation

Compulsory Modules

Optional Modules
The departments listed are where you are most likely to
find modules of interest. You may find modules
relevant to your specialisation in other departments.
You may choose modules from departments not listed
but they will need to be approved

ALL
SPECIALISATIONS

ESPS1001 (1.0) Introduction to
European History, Law, Politics
and Philosophy

Language Department modules: All specialisations
should also look at modules available in the SELCS
language departments for additional modules relevant
to your specialisation. You may take a culture, society
or history module from a department that is not your
major language if it is relevant to your specialisation.
Such modules may feature text in the original
language; contact the module tutor for advice if you are
not competent in the relevant language.
ELCS (ELCS****) modules: European Language,
Culture and Society modules are offered through
SELCS, the School of European Languages, Culture
and Society. These modules are interdisciplinary and
intercultural and cannot be counted towards your
language unit requirements. They may count towards
your specialisation unit requirements.

Anthropology

nd

By the end of 2 year you
must take

If you have spare units, select additional modules from
the Anthropology department, ESPS, ELCS or any
relevant department.

ANTH1005 (1.0) Introductory
Social Anthropology AND
ANTH1010 (0.5) Research
Skills in Social Anthropology
and Material Culture
Economics (Full)

ECON1001 (1.0) Economics
AND

Not applicable

ECON1004 (0.5) Introduction
to Mathematics for Economics
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Element of
Economics

nd

By the end of 2 year you
must have taken
ECON1602 (0.5) Basic
Microeconomic Concepts AND

If you have spare units, select additional modules from
the Economics department or the SSEES Economics
and Business programme, ESPS, SPP or any relevant
department.

ECON6002 (0.5) An
Introduction to Applied
Economic Analysis AND
ECON1006 (0.5) History of
Economic Thought AND
STAT6101 (0.5) Introductory
Statistical Methods and
Computing
Geography

nd

By the end of 2 year you
must take
GEOG1006 (0.5) Ideas in
Geography AND
GEOG1007 (0.5) Global
Geographies

History

No compulsory modules

If you have spare units, select additional modules from
Geography, ESPS, ELCS or other relevant
departments.
It is strongly recommended that students following the
Geography specialism pathway take GEOG1006 and
GEOG1007 in Year 1, and then use their specialism
course units in Year 2 to take second year Geography
options. They will then be better equipped to take final
year Geography modules in Year 4.
Select modules from the History department, SSEES,
ESPS, SPP, ELCS, Language departments or other
relevant departments. Modules focusing on non
European or ancient history are generally not approved.
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Law

LAWS1013 (0.0) Introduction
to Law and Legal Method (not
assessed but compulsory)

Notes:


Check the prerequisites for the Laws modules you
plan to do in year 2 before choosing a compulsory
Laws module. For example, if you want to do
LAWS2002 Property Law II in your second year
you need to do LAWS1002 Property Law I Law in
your first year.



Students can apply for a Year Abroad exchange
through the Laws faculty if they have completed
both the first and second years of the European
Legal Systems (ELS) course in the relevant
language and passed the exam at the end of
second year. Such exchanges are subject to
availability and priority will be given to Law
students. In year 1 you must take:

AND
LAWS 1001 Contract Law
OR
LAWS1002 Property Law I
OR
LAWS1011 Public Law
OR
LAWS1012 Criminal Law
OR
ESPS2301 (1.0) EU Law
Students specializing in Law
who plan to apply for a LAWS
Year abroad exchange must
take the relevant following 0.0
st
unit module in 1 year as well
as the relevant 1.0 unit module
nd
in 2 year:
LAWS1007 European Legal
Studies (French) I OR
LAWS1008 European Legal
Studies (German) I* OR
LAWS1010 European Legal
Studies (Spanish) I
*Note that this is not available
for students studying German
at ab initio level (GERM1002).
Only students studying
German at post-A-Level or
equivalent (GERM1001).

LAWS1007 European Legal Systems (French) OR
LAWS1008 European Legal Systems (German)*
OR LAWS1010 European Legal Systems
(Spanish)
 Students interested in specialising in Law or taking
Law modules in the second or fourth years should
note that, in order to do so, students must achieve
a minimum grade of 2.1 for the law essay/exam for
ESPS1001, for ESPS1001 overall, and for the first
year overall.
*Note that this is not available for students studying
German at ab initio level (GERM1002). Only
students studying post A-Level or equivalent
German (GERM1001).

Students intending to take
LAWS1007/1008/1010 will first
need to attend a brief meeting
with the course convenor and
that they should contact the
Laws UG Office at uglaw@ucl.ac.uk to arrange this.
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Philosophy

nd

By end of 2 year you must
take:

If you have spare units, select additional modules from
the Philosophy department or Philosophy modules
taught in ESPS, ELCS or other relevant departments.

PHIL1015 Introduction to Moral
Philosophy (0.5) OR
PHIL1016 Introduction to
Political Philosophy (0.5)
AND
PHIL1010 Introduction to the
History of Philosophy (0.5) OR
PHIL1011 Introduction to the
History of Philosophy (0.5)
AND
PHIL1014 Introduction to Logic
(0.5) OR
PHIL1012 Knowledge and
Reality (0.5)
Political Science
(Comparative and
European Politics)

By the end of the 2nd year
students must take:

Select additional modules from SSEES, History,
Political Science, ESPS, ELCS, the Language
departments or other relevant departments.

POLS6011 (0.5) Comparative
Politicals AND
ESPS2102 (0.5) The Politics of
European Integration OR
POLS6006 (0.5) Politics of the
European Union

Political Science
(Political Theory)

By the end of the 2nd year
students must take:

Select additional modules from Philosophy, Political
Science, the Language departments, ELCS, History,
ESPS or other relevant departments.

POLS6012 (0.5) Theories and
Concepts of Politics AND
PHIL1016 (0.5) Introduction to
Political Philosophy
Political Science
(International
Relations)

By the end of the 2nd year
students must take:
POLS6005 (0.5) International
Security OR POLS6015
International Political Economy
AND

Select additional modules from SSEES, History,
Political Science, ESPS, Geography, ELCS, Language
departments, Hebrew and Jewish Studies or other
relevant departments.

ESPS2104 International
Relations Theories (0.5)
Urban Planning

No compulsory modules

Select relevant modules from Urban Planning, ESPS,
ELCS or other relevant departments.

.
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A.3 Major Language Requirements and Options
Language

Compulsory Modules

Danish

SCAN1001 Basic Danish (1.0) AND
Additional SCAN* modules to the value of 1.0 unit (or to the value of 0.5cu if doing a
full economics specialisation or two major languages)

Dutch

DUTC1001 Dutch Language (1.0) AND
DUTC1201 Modern Dutch Literary Texts (0.5) AND
Additional DUTC* modules to the value of 0.5 units (or to the value of 0cu if doing a
full economics specialisation or two major languages)

French as

FREN1001 Use of French (0.5) AND



1major language
or

FREN1002 French Oral (0.5)* AND



1 major language
& 1 one minor
language

FREN1101 The Making of Modern France (0.5) AND
FREN1102 French Literature in Contexts (0.5)
*Francophone students may not take FREN1002. Please contact Andrew if this
applies to you.
French with

FREN1001 Use of French (0.5) AND



a Full Economics
specialisation or

FREN1002 French Oral (0.5)* AND



with 2 major
languages

FREN1101 The Making of Modern France (0.5) OR
FREN1102 French Literature in Contexts (0.5)
*Francophone students may not take FREN1002. Please contact Andrew if this
applies to you.
German (post A-level)

GERM1001 Modern German Language (1.0) AND
Additional GERM* modules to the value of 1.0 unit (or to the value of 0.5cu if doing a
full economics specialisation or two major languages)

German (beginners)

GERM1002 Modern German Language: German for Beginners (1.0) AND
Additional GERM* modules to the value of 1.0 unit (or to the value of 0.5cu if doing a
full economics specialisation or two major languages)

Icelandic

SCAN1004 Basic Modern Icelandic (1.0) AND
Additional SCAN* modules to the value of 1.0 unit (or to the value of 0.5cu if doing a
full economics specialisation or two major languages)
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Italian

ITAL1010 First Year Italian Language (1.0) AND
Additional ITAL* modules to the value of 1.0 unit (or to the value of 0.5cu if doing a full
economics specialisation or two major languages)

Norwegian

SCAN1003 Basic Norwegian (1.0) AND
Additional modules to the value of 1.0 unit (or to the value of 0.5cu if doing a full
economics specialisation or two major languages)

Russian (beginners)

SERS1001 Comprehension of Russian Year 1A (0.5) AND
SERS1002 Use of Russian Year 1A (0.5) AND
Additional modules to the value of 1.0 unit (or to the value of 0.5cu if doing a full
economics specialisation or two major languages)

Russian (post A level)

SERS1003 Comprehension of Russian Year 1 (0.5) AND
SERS1004 Use of Russian Year 1 (0.5) AND
Additional modules to the value of 1.0 unit (or to the value of 0.5cu if doing a full
economics specialisation or two major languages)

Spanish as

SPAN1001 Spanish Language (1.0) AND



1major language
or

Additional SPAN modules to the value to 1.0cu



1 major language
& 1 one minor
language

*There is limited space on SPAN1010 and SPAN1226 and priority is given to students
studying BA joint honours with Portuguese. ESPS students are only able to do either
module if there is space at the beginning of term. Please do not select on your
provisional module selection form. If you wish to do either module, please check with
the Spanish Department at the beginning of term and, if there is space, let Andrew
know. In the meantime, please select other SPAN modules.

Spanish

SPAN1001 Spanish Language (1.0) AND



Additional SPAN modules to the value to 0.5cu



with a Full
Economics
Specialisation or

*SPAN1010 and SPAN1226 are not available for students doing two major languages
or a Full Economics specialisation.

with 2 major
languages

Swedish

SCAN1002 Basic Swedish (1.0) AND
Additional modules to the value of 1.0 unit (or to the value of 0.5cu if doing a full
economics specialisation or two major languages)
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A.4 Minor Language Requirements and Options
See Section A.1 for the number of language units required
Language

Compulsory Modules

Danish

SCAN1001 Basic Danish (1.0)

Dutch

DUTC1001 Dutch Language (1.0)

French (beginners or pre A level)

LCFR6012 French Level 2 AB (1.0)*

French (post A level)

FREN1001 Use of French (0.5) AND FREN1002* French Oral (0.5)
*Francophone students may not take FREN1002. Please contact Andrew if this
applies to you.

German (beginners or pre A level)

GERM1002 Modern German Language: German for Beginners (1.0)

German (post A level)

GERM1001 Modern German Language (1.0)

Icelandic

SCAN1004 Basic Modern Icelandic (1.0)

Italian (beginners or pre A level)

ITAL1010 First Year Italian Language (1.0)

Italian (post A level)

ITAL1010 First Year Italian Language (1.0)

Norwegian

SCAN1003 Basic Norwegian (1.0)

Russian (beginners or pre A-Level)
Russian (post A-Level)

SERS1001: Comprehension of Russian (Year 1A) (0.5)
SERS1002: Use of Russian (Year 1A) (0.5)
SERS1003: Comprehension of Russian (0.5)
SERS1004: Use of Russian (0.5)

Spanish (beginners or pre A-level)

LCSP6012 Spanish Level 2 AB (1.0) *

Spanish (post A level)

LCSP6023 Spanish Level 3 (BC) (1.0)*

Swedish

SCAN1002 Basic Swedish (1.0)

* Modules code LC** are taken in the UCL Language Centre.
The languages below can only be taken as minor languages, not as major languages.
Bulgarian

SEEB1001 – Bulgarian Language Level 1 (1.0)

Czech

SEEC1001– Czech Language Level 1 (1.0)

Finnish

SEEF1001– Finnish Language Level 1 (1.0)

Hungarian

SEEH1001– Hungarian Language Level 1 (1.0)

Polish

SEEP1001– Polish Language Level 1 (1.0)

Portuguese

SPAN1010 – Beginners Portuguese (1.0)

Romanian

SEER1001– Romanian Language Level 1 (1.0)

Serbian/Croatian

SEEY1001– Serbian/Croatian Language Level 1 (1.0)
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Ukrainian

SEEU1001– Ukrainian Language Level 1 (1.0)

B.1 Specialisation Units: Module and Contact Information
For the most up to date details of module content, timetable, means of assessment etc, please consult
departmental webpages, or the Module Directory pages of UCL’s Student Information Service, Portico. Website
addresses and departmental contact details are given below.

Department

Module Availability Website

Department
Administration
Contact

Academic Advice
Contact

European Social
and Political
Studies

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/esps/prospectivestudents/esps-ba/courses-2015-16

Andrew King
andrew.k@ucl.ac.uk

Personal tutor

European
Language, Culture,
and Society
modules (ELCS)

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/selcs/interdepartmentalmodules/intermediate-modules-15-16/intermediateelcs-15-16

selcs.undergraduate@uc
l.ac.uk

Personal tutor

Anthropology

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/anthropology/studying/bsc_ant
hropology/modules

Jolanta Skorecka
j.skorecka@ucl.ac.uk

Dr Allan Abramson
a.abramson@ucl.ac.uk

Economics

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/economics/undergraduate/mod
ule-list

economics.ug@ucl.ac.uk

Prof Wendy J Carlin
w.carlin@ucl.ac.uk

stats.info@ucl.ac.uk

Statistics modules:
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/statistics/current
Geography
Hebrew & Jewish
Studies

http://www.geog.ucl.ac.uk/currentstudents/undergraduate/modules
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/hebrew-jewish/current-students

geog.office@ucl.ac.uk

Dr Alan Ingram
a.ingram@ucl.ac.uk

jewish.studies@ucl.ac.uk

Module tutors

History

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/history/undergraduate/currentundergraduates

history.office@ucl.ac.uk

Dr Peter Schroder
p.schroder@ucl.ac.uk

Law

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/laws/current/undergraduate/no
n-law/index.shtml

ug-law@ucl.ac.uk

Dr Ingrid Boccardi
i.boccardi@ucl.ac.uk

Philosophy

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/philosophy/docs/2015_BA_mo
dules

philosophy@ucl.ac.uk

Dr Amanda Greene

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/spp/teaching/ug-modules

Political Science:
sppstudent@ucl.ac.uk

Political Science
(Theory,
Comparative and
IR)

a.greene@ucl.ac.uk
Prof Philippe Marliere
p.marliere@ucl.ac.uk or
Dr Kristin Bakke
k.bakke@ucl.ac.uk
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SSEES (School of
Slavonic and East
European Studies)

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/ssees/currentstudents/undergraduate

Urban Planning

http://www.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/planning/programmes/under
graduate/undergraduate-modules

Economics:
Deepak Kalha
d.kalha@ucl.ac.uk
Politics:
Sasha Aleksic
s.aleksic@ssees.ucl.ac.u
k
History: Michael Kelly
michael.kelly@ucl.ac.uk
planning.office@ucl.ac.u
k

Module Tutors

Dr Claire Colomb
c.colomb@ucl.ac.uk

C.2 Language Department Module and Contact Information
For the most up to date details of module content, timetable, means of assessment etc, please consult
departmental webpages, or the Module Directory pages of UCL’s Student Information Service, Portico. Website
addresses and departmental contact details are given below.
Language

Module Availability Website

Department Administration
Contact

Dutch

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/selcs/current-students

Els Braeken
e.braeken@ucl.ac.uk

French

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/selcs/current-students

French.office@ucl.ac.uk

German

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/selcs/current-students

german@ucl.ac.uk

Italian

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/selcs/current-students

italian.office@ucl.ac.uk

Language
Centre

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/languagecentre/CourseUnits/

lc-courseunits@ucl.ac.uk

Russian

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/ssees/currentstudents/undergraduate

Ben Chatterley
b.chatterley@ssees.ucl.ac.uk

Scandinavian
Studies

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/selcs/current-students

Karin Charles
k.charles@ucl.ac.uk

Spanish

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/selcs/current-students

spanish.latinamerican@ucl.ac.uk

D. ESPS Modules Offered 2015-16
Compulsory Modules
ESPS1001 Introduction to European History, Law, Politics and Philosophy
This is the first-year core module, compulsory for all First Year ESPS students, giving an introduction to concepts
and theories central to the understanding of modern European politics, history and thought. The module is
divided into seven main sections.
 Political Science I: explores the key issues, concepts & problems in Politics (Prof Marlière)
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Law: focuses on general principles of law and the foundations of EU law (Dr Spano)



History I: History of Political Thought (Dr Schröder)



Political Science II: Challenges to the State in World Politics (Dr Bakke)



History II: Explaining Modernity (Professor Hewitson)



Political Science III: Political Economy (Dr Kappe)



Philosophy: is concerned with philosophical problems in European thought (Dr Greene).

Guest lectures from other disciplines, and classes on essay and examination writing, will also be given. Lectures
are supported by weekly back-up classes, in which students discuss ideas and arguments raised in the lectures
and in a weekly set reading.
Available to: ESPS First Years, ESPS Affiliates, and students from other departments. Students not taking an
ESPS degree should note the disciplinary range of this module.
Module value: 1.0 unit
Duration: Two terms
Teaching structure: 1 one-hour lecture, 1 one-hour seminar, and 1 one-hour tutorial. All parts of the course are
compulsory and attendance is monitored.
Workload: one practice essay and one assessed essay; weekly seminar reading (available on Moodle) and one
seminar presentation
Assessment: 1 unseen three-hour written exam (75%), 1 assessed essay of 2,500 words (25%)
Optional Modules
ESPS2101 European Integration in Historical Perspective
This course examines differing conceptions of Europe, the history of the EEC and EU, and the attitudes of
individual states to the process of European integration. It covers topics such as war and reconstruction, planning
and liberalization in post-war economies, and Europe's relationship with both East and West.
Available to: First Years, Second Years and Affiliates
Module value: 0.5 unit
Convenor: Professor Mark Hewitson
Duration: One term (Term 2)
Teaching structure: Lecture and seminar
Assessment: 1 unseen two-hour written exam (50%), 1 assessed essay of 2,500 words (50%)

ESPS2102 The Politics of European Integration
This course aims to provide students with an understanding of the process of European integration, and its
current political implications for European nation-states. It discusses the origins and development of the EU,
different theoretical models of integration, policy aspects of the EU such as the European Social Policy, the main
EU institutions (notably the European Parliament), party politics in the EU and the rise of a 'EU political scene'. It
finally looks at the question of enlargement of the EU and its political implications.
Available to: First Years, Second Years, and Affiliates
Prerequisites: None, but not available to students who have taken POLS6006 Politics of the EU.
Module value: 0.5 unit
Convenor: Prof Philippe Marlière
Duration: One term (Term 1)
Teaching structure: lecture and seminar
Assessment: 1 unseen two-hour written exam (80%), 1 assessed essay of 2,500 words (20%)

ESPS2104 International Relations Theories
The course introduces students to the major theoretical traditions in International Relations— Realism,
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Liberalism, Marxism, Constructivism, and Feminism— and uses these different theories to address historical and
current events in world politics. The course aims to link theory and the “real world,” by providing the students with
different lenses for understanding and explaining questions related to wars, nuclear weapons, terrorism,
globalization and free trade.
Available to: All Years and Affiliates. Note on Registration: this is the same module as POLS6010. ESPS
students should register on ESPS2104, all non-ESPS students should apply for POLS6010 through the
Department of Political Science.
Module value: 0.5 unit
Convenor: Dr Kristin M. Bakke
Duration: One term (Term 1)
Teaching structure: 1 one-hour lecture, 1 one-hour seminar
Assessment: 2 assessed essays of 2,000 words each (40% and 60% respectively)
ESPS2301 EU Law
This course aims to provide students with a very good grounding in the foundational doctrines of European Union
(EU) Law. The first part of the course will focus both on the institutional and constitutional law of the EU and in
particular on the processes of political and administrative decision-making, legislation and adjudication. The
second part of the course will examine aspects of substantive EU Law in relation to the creation of the Internal
Market and the 'Four Freedoms' regarding the movement of goods, persons, services and capital.
Available to: All years and Affiliates
Module value: 1.0 unit
Convenor: Dr Alessandro Spano
Duration: Two terms
Teaching structure: 1 two-hour seminar
Assessment: 1 unseen three-hour written exam (90%), 1 practical exercise of 1,500 words (10%)
ESPS2302 Principles of Public International Law
This course shall provide an introduction to the subject of public international law. It shall address the
background, subjects and sources of international law; states and international organizations as subjects of
international law; state jurisdiction over individuals, land, water and outer space; state responsibility for violations
of international law; state and diplomatic immunities; the system of the United Nations; and lawful use of force.
During classes, current affairs will be discussed and analyzed.
Available to: All years and Affiliates
Module value: 1.0 unit
Convenor: Alessandro Spano
Duration: Two terms
Teaching structure: 1 two-hour seminar
Assessment: 1 unseen three-hour written exam (90%), 1 practical exercise of 1,500 words (10%)
ESPS6101 Political Economy
The goal of this course is to familiarize students with important concepts and models in Political Economy. The
course starts with basic ideas about social organization: why live in an organized state, cooperation, collective
action and the provision of public goods and then focuses on problems of social choice, and provides an
introduction to spatial models of political competition followed by fundamental ideas about institutions and
institutional change. After these foundations, the focus shifts towards democratic institutions with a quick tour
through basic ideas and problems of legislative organization, intergovernmental relations, veto player theory and
an analysis of electoral rules and party systems. The last part looks at problems of delegation and the interplay of
politics and the macro-economy on the national and international level.
Available to: All Years and Affiliates.
Module value: 0.5 unit
Convenor: Dr Roland Kappe
Duration: One term (Term 2)

Teaching structure: 1 one-hour lecture, 1 one15
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hour seminar
Assessment: 1 assessed essay of 3,000-4,000 words (100%)
ESPS7209 Nietzsche
The course is concerned with the philosophical theories of the philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche. Students will read
a selection of Nietzsche’s work as well as relevant secondary commentary and criticism. Students will be
expected to articulate clearly and evaluate critically Nietzsche’s ideas on a variety of topics.
Available to: All years and Affiliates
Module value: 0.5 unit
Convenor: Professor Mark Kalderon
Duration: One term (Term 1)
Teaching structure: 1 one-hour lecture, 1 one-hour seminar
Assessment: 1 assessed essay of 3,000-4,000 words (100%)

ESPS7210 Topics in Political Philosophy
This module is designed to deal with a variety of topics in political philosophy. It is intended for students with a
range of specializations, but some background knowledge in political philosophy. Curriculum varies by year:
topics include international justice; distributive justice; democracy; the social contract. In 2015-2016 the focus will
be on social contract theory. Readings will include historical texts such as Locke and Rousseau as well as
contemporary theories and criticisms of the social contract.
Course value: 0.5 unit
Convenor: Dr Amanda Green
Duration: One term (Term 1)
Teaching structure: One lecture and one seminar
Assessment: 1 assessed essay of 2,500 words (60%) and one 2-hour exam (40%)
Available to: First Years, Second Years, and Affiliates
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